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ASP.NET Site Performance SecretsPackt Publishing, 2010

	Do you think that only experts with a deep understanding of the inner workings of ASP.NET, SQL Server, and IIS can improve a website's performance? Think again - because this book tosses that notion out of the window. It will help you resolve every web developer's nightmare - a slow website - with angry managers looking over your...
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Analog Integrated Circuits for Communication: Principles, Simulation and DesignSpringer, 2007

	Analog Integrated Circuits for Communication: Principles, Simulation and Design, Second Edition covers the analysis and design of nonlinear analog integrated circuits that form the basis of present-day communication systems. Both bipolar and MOS transistor circuits are analyzed and several numerical examples are used to illustrate the...
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PhoneGap 2.x Mobile Application Development HotshotPackt Publishing, 2013

	Do you want to create mobile apps that run on multiple mobile platforms? With PhoneGap (Apache Cordova), you can put your existing development skills and HTML, CSS, and JavaScript knowledge to great use by creating mobile apps for cross-platform devices.


	"PhoneGap 2.x Mobile Application Development Hotshot" covers the...
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Autodesk Revit Architecture 2015: No Experience Required: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2014

	Learn Revit Architecture the hands-on way


	For those who like to learn by doing, this Autodesk Official Press book shows you how to build a four-story office building one step at a time, providing you with real-world practice you might expect to encounter on the job. Concise explanations, focused examples, step-by-step...
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Dictionary of Developmental Biology and EmbryologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A newly revised edition of the standard reference for the field today—updated with new terms, major discoveries, significant scientists, and illustrations


	Developmental biology is the study of the mechanisms of development, differentiation, and growth in animals and plants at the molecular, cellular, and genetic...
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Percutaneous Coronary Interventions for Chronic Total Occlusion: A Guide to SuccessSpringer, 2018

	This book equips readers with the knowledge required in order to successfully treat coronary chronic total occlusion by means of percutaneous coronary interventions. All the essential background knowledge is provided, including with regard to procedurally relevant histopathology, assessment of chronic total occlusion by means of angiography and...
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ALIEN Thinking: The Unconventional Path to Breakthrough IdeasPublicAffairs, 2021

	How do people come up with truly original ideas? The answer is to think outside the box—way outside.

	 

	For the past decade, Cyril Bouquet, Jean-Louis Barsoux, and Michael Wade, professors of innovation and strategy at IMD Business School, have studied inventors, scientists, doctors, entrepreneurs, and...
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IBM Certification Study Guide AIX Installation and System RecoveryIBM Press, 2001
The AIX and RS/6000 Certifications, offered through the Professional Certification Program from IBM, are designed to validate the skills required of technical professionals who work in the powerful, and often complex, environments of the AIX operating system and RS/6000 and pSeries servers. A complete set of professional certifications are...
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Algorithms and Data Structures in C++ (Computer Engineering)CRC Press, 1993

	Algorithms and Data Structures in C++ introduces modern issues in the theory of algorithms, emphasizing complexity, graphs, parallel processing, and visualization. To accomplish this, the book uses an appropriate subset of frequently utilized and representative algorithms and applications in order to demonstrate the unique and modern aspects...
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Multiple Abstraction Hierarchies for Mobile Robot Operation in Large Environments (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
This book focuses on the efficient performance of mobile robots through the use of multi-hierarchical symbolic representations of the environment.
A mobile robot intended to perform deliberative actions must possess some symbolic representation of its workspace, but such representations of real environments usually become so large that should...
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Hello, Android: Introducing Google's Mobile Development PlatformPragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Android is a new software toolkit for mobile phones, created by Google and the Open Handset Alliance. In a few years, it's expected to be found inside millions of cell phones and other mobile devices, making Android a major platform for application developers. That could be your own program running on all those devices.
Getting started...
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Iris Biometric Model for Secured Network AccessCRC Press, 2013

	In the last few years, biometric techniques have proven their ability to provide secure access to shared resources in various domains. Furthermore, software agents and multi-agent systems (MAS) have shown their efficiency in resolving critical network problems.

	

	Iris Biometric Model for Secured Network Access proposes a...
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